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Introduction
Castles were amongst the most dominating features of the European medieval
landscape, especially in those parts which are relatively flat such as the
Netherlands, where they were visible from many miles away.
In the Middle Ages the Dutch landscape was dotted with castles of different
shapes and sizes. A rough estimate indicates that there must have been least
2500 medieval castles, of which about a quarter still exist today. Castles were
however not evenly distributed. There were regional differences in the
number of castles. The provinces of Noord Brabant, Friesland and Guelders
had in the Middle Ages for example hundreds of castles. On the other hand
the number of castles in the provinces of Drenthe and Noord Holland were
fairly limited. The same goes for the distribution of certain types of castles,
such as mottes. In some areas, such as the provinces Friesland, Zeeland,
Limburg and parts of South Holland, they are abundant while in others like
Utrecht, Noord Brabant and Drenthe they are relatively scarce (figure 1).
1

In some areas large-scale reclamations coincide with the construction of
numerous castles. This is especially the case in areas in the province of
Utrecht.
This leads one to consider if there is a possible connection between the two. It
is also unclear why so many castles were built in reclamation areas in Utrecht
whereas this was not the case in other similar areas in the rest of the
Netherlands?
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Figure 1: The distribution of mottes in the Netherlands (after BESTEMAN, Mottes in the Netherlands [as Note 2]).
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Castle research
Surprisingly little has been written about the factors that led to the placement
of castles in the landscape. On the one hand this can be explained by a lack of
documentary evidence concerning the decision-making process behind the
choice of location of the site for a castle. The other reason may be that most
researchers often implicitly assume that military considerations were always
dominant in the choice of location. This is due to the fact that castle research
in the Netherlands – as well as in other European countries – was, for a long
time based on a military-architectural approach, focusing on the classification
of castles on the basis of morphological criteria. This focus on the
classification of castles into categories and sub-categories has cast a long
shadow over castle research throughout Europe. From the late 1970s this way
2

of thinking has however gradually changed. Several studies rejected the
earlier used military-architectural approach and emphasized the social and
economical functions of castles as expressions of status and social position.
3
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The last decades of European castle research has seen the development of
studies focusing on the interrelationship between castles and their
surroundings. This approach is based on the development of theories and
methods within Landscape studies, such as landscape archaeology. This new
direction, especially in the British Isles has lead to several important
publications. These studies show that the relationship between any given
castle and its surroundings can essentially be understood from two
perspectives: the impact of the landscape on castles and the impact of castles
on the landscape. On the one hand the natural and manmade landscape
provided a setting that influenced decisions about the location, development
and function of the castle. On the other hand the construction of castles and
the policies of their builders could have many long- and short-term
consequences for the development of their surrounding physical and cultural
4

landscapes.
This article will focus on the interrelationship between medieval castles and
reclamations by looking at an area with extensive medieval reclamations as
well as a relative high number of medieval castles: The Kromme Rijn area.
The possible connection between large-scale reclamations and the
appearance of castles has been addressed in several European countries but
until now no systematic research has been taken in this direction in the
Netherlands. This is surprising as the Netherlands are well known for the
large scale systematic reclamations that were carried out here during the
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High Middle Ages. ‘Frisian’ reclaimers not only carried out reclamations
projects in the Low Countries but were also involved in reclamations in other
areas in Northwestern Europe.

The Kromme Rijn area
The Kromme Rijn area is part of the Dutch central river area. It covers about
4000 ha and in medieval times it boasted more than one hundred castles and
moated sites (figure 2). The area is bordered in the north by the city of
Utrecht, in the east by a high northwest-southeast orientated ice pushed ridge,
the Utrechtse Heuvelrug, in the west the Amsterdam-Rhine channel and in
the south the rivers Rhine and Lek. The river Kromme Rijn divides the area
6

lengthwise in two.
The activities of the Kromme Rijn and its predecessors have led to a varied
landscape. In the centre there is a zone of sandy stream ridges combined with
lower lying clay filled depressions. To the northeast and southwest of these
we find large, low lying clay areas. During the Middle Ages the area belonged
to the territory of the bishops of Utrecht.
The year 1122 marks important changes in the development of the Kromme
Rijn area. In that year the river Kromme Rijn was dammed up at the town of
Wijk bij Duurstede. This damming enabled the reclamation of the lower lying
wet areas, especially those at Langbroek. The oldest reclamation at
Langbroek date only four years after the dam was constructed in the Kromme
Rijn and was carried out at Langbroek. This was a low lying area between the
ice pushed ridge of the Utrechtse Heuvelrug and the stream ridges of the
Kromme Rijn. The suffix -broek indicates a wet, marshy and partly wooded
bog area. The reclamation was initiated by the bishop of Utrecht who claimed
ownership over these wildernesses. The reclamations were carried out in the
form of a so called ‘cope’. Due to the fact that the reclamations in Langbroek
were of a relatively late date, the settlers were free men and for the main were
not native to the Kromme Rijn area. Written sources call them ‘Frisians’
indicating that they came from the western or northern parts of the
6
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Netherlands. Also plot names such as (Frisian land) ‘Vriesen lant’ (1394) in
Nederlangbroek and ‘Vresenhoeve’ (Frisian plot) (c. 1365) refer to the place of
origin of the settlers.
7

Figure 2: The distribution of castles (blue squares) and moated sites (red dots) in the Kromme
Rijn area. The large green square indicated the location of the Langbroekerwetering area.

At the start of the reclamation the area was divided into large more or less
rectangular parcels of land or ‘blocks’ of different sizes. Each block was
bordered by low dikes. A number of these also functioned as roads. A canal –
the so called Langbroekerwetering (wetering = canal) – was dug lengthwise
through the low lying centre of the blocks. The canal served to drain away
water outside the reclamation area. The Kromme Rijn channel was used as a
drainage canal leading the excess water away. On both sides of the canal, at
right angles plots of c. 550 m wide and 2500 m long were marked off. Each
plot was bordered by ditches. By making very long plots the different soils
were more or less evenly divided among the farmers. The farmsteads were
8
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not placed at the head of the plots but in the middle close to the canal. In the
centre of the oldest reclamation block (Veertig Hoeven) a church was build
forming the centre of the present village Langbroek. In the southern part of
the reclamation area (Vijftig Hoeven) another settlement nucleus developed
around a second church: the present Overlangbroek (figure 3).

Figure 3: The reclamations in the Langbroekerwetering area (after Van Bemmel 1999).

Castles in the Langbroekerwetering area
The 13th century saw the appearance of a large number of castles in the area.
There must have been at least eighteen, of which the exact location of three is
unknown (figure 4). The oldest seem to date form the second quarter of the
13th century, but most were build in the second part of that century or the first
decades of the 14th century.
9

A look at the geomorphogenetical map shows a clear relation between the
location of the castles and the available soils. Most castles were build in
areas where coversand lays relatively close to the surface it is covered by a
10
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Figure 4: The distribution of the castles in the Langbroekerwetering area.
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Figure 5: The tower-house Lunenburg and the hall-keep Zuilenburg depicted on drawings
th
th
from the late 17 –early 18 century.

clay layer that is less than 70 cm thick. In one case (Noordwijk) the castle was
located on a stream ridge. Two castles were built on heavy, low lying clay
soils (Roeterd and Hardenbroek). In most cases the towers are located close to
the Langbroeker-wetering. The distance between the castles is in some cases
only a few hundred meters. In most cases a ditch connected the canal with the
moats. A few castles do not fit in this general pattern. The castles
Hardenbroek, Weerdensteijn (c. 750 m) and Noordwijk were located at some
distance from the Langbroeker-wetering. They seem with the exception of
Weerdensteijn, to be orientated on the Kromme Rijn instead of the
Langbroekerwetering. Noordwijk is located on a stream ridge of the Kromme
Rijn. The name Hardenbroek gives a clue about the location of this castle. The
part Harden- shows the presence of a tough clay layer in the subsoil and the
suffix -broek indicates that this was located in a boggy area. The fact that
Hardenbroek, Weerdensteijn and Noordwijk are located in the direct vicinity
of the higher grounds that were already in use in the Carolin-gian period,
suggests that these castles were founded in that area.
Most of the castles were simple brick tower-houses and hall-keeps
surrounded by one or more moats. The tower-houses were quite similar in
size and construc-tion, varying between 8 and 10 m and consisting of three
storeys, including a cellar, under a saddle roof (figure 5). The thickness of the
walls is c. 1,2 m. The relatively younger hall-keeps had a rectangular form
and more or less the same construction as the tower-houses. These castles
were build, in most cases near to moated farmbuildings. Of all the tower-
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houses and hall-keeps only Sterkenburg developed into a larger castle
complex. In its heyday it consisted of an angular brick shell-keep with a 15 m
high round tower on one corner and several buildings inside the curtain wall.
The Langbroekerweting area is in this respect not unique in the province of
Utrecht. In other reclamation areas, such as the areas of the Schalwijker
wetering south and the Juthpase wetering southwest of the city of Utrecht, we
find concentrations of castles. All these areas can be classified as ‘castle
landscapes’ as castles dominated the medieval landscape. What makes Langbroek special is the fact that most of the castles here have survived, whereas
in the other areas most have disappeared. Outside the province of Utrecht the
number of castles in reclamation areas is fairly limited.

The owners
Written sources indicate that three families were responsible for the
construction of the majority of the castles in Langbroek: the families Van
Wulven, Van Zuilen and Van Zijl. The family Van Wulven owned five castles:
Sterkenburg, Hardenbroek, Hindersteijn, Weerdenburg and a castle in
Overlangbroek of which the exact location and name are not known.
Zuylenburg, Roeterd and an unknown house of Gerard van Zuilen belonged
to the castles of the Van Zuylens as well as Zuilenburg, Natewisch,
Bergesteijn and Duurstede in the direct vicinity of Langbroek. The family Van
Zyl owned Lunenburg, Sandenburg and Noordwijk and at least three other
castles of which the names and locations are unknown. The rest of castles
were owned by other families, who mostly had only one and occasionally two
castles in their possession.
The Van Wulvens and Van Zuilens were initially unfree servants of the
bishop of Utrecht (ministerialen) who through time had managed to climb the
social ladder and integrated within the ranks of the high nobility of Utrecht.
Both families are encountered around 1200 for the first time in the written
sources. The Van Wulven originated from the area around Houten where they
owned the castles Oudwulven and Wulven. How they obtained their
11
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possessions in Langbroek is not completely clear. It is possible that they held
loans in nearby Werkhoven but this is unclear.
12

The Van Zuylens probably acted as Stuarts (villicarus) to the domain of the
abbey of Deutz in nearby Wijk bij Duurstede. In the second quarter of the
13th century they constructed a brick tower-keep that formed the core of the
later square castle, Duurstede. In 1300 they granted the settlement Wijk bij
Duurstede city rights. This illustrates their autonomous position in this period
within this area of the Kromme Rijn. The social background of the family Van
Zyl is less clear. They seem to originate from Cothen where they held Ten
Zyl as a loan from the deanery of Saint Martin. Members of this family are
first mentioned in the 14th century in the written sources. Members of the
Van Zyl family are referred to as ‘squires’ (famulus) and in one case ‘knight’
13

14

(miles). They held several positions in Langbroek such as bailiff and
magistrate. The Van Zyl family could not compete in social status and
prestige with families like the Van Wulvens or Van Zuilens, but in the 14th
century they can be seen as belonging to the lower nobility of Utrecht. In the
15th century the fortunes of the family took a turn for the worse and they lost
their social status and became farmers and townspeople.
The castles in the possession of these three families are more or less clustered
in to three groups (figure 6). The location of the castles reflect the directions
these families entered the Langbroeker area : The Van Wulven’s from
Werkoven, the Van Zyl’s from Cothen and the Van Zuylen’s from Wijk bij
Duurstede.
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Figure 6: The distribution of the castles owned by the families Van Zyl (blue squares), Van
Zuylen (green squares) and Van Wulven (red squares) in the Langbroekerwetering area. The
arrows indicate the directions from which these families entered the area. The black squares
represent castles owned by other families.

Towers of power?
Several authors have tried to answer the question of why there were so many
castles in the Langbroekerwetering area?
The most accepted explanation is that this is connected to the fact that the
reclamations here were carried out by people with the legal status of free
men. Some of these families prospered and were able to reach the status of
the lower nobility or were rising towards this status. In the 13th and early 14th
century they, as well as several families that already belonged to the regional
nobility build brick tower-houses and hall-keeps. According to this theory
the castles in the Langbroeker area must purely be seen as symbols of social
prosperity and status and had no real military function.
15

This last point has recently been disputed. It has been argued that the large
number of castle sites along the Langbroekerwetering was the result of the
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fact that medieval society here was organized according to the feudal right.
A comparison is made with the situation in Friesland in the Middle Ages,
where due to the lack of a central authority feuds between relatives were
fairly common. From this perspective the brick tower-houses and hall-keeps
can be seen as attempts of the local lower nobility to protect themselves and
their families in a hostile and violent surrounding where central power was,
to a large extent absent.
16
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There are however several problems with this interpretation. The first is that
the political situation in the Kromme Rijn area in the 13th and 14th century is
incomparable to that in Friesland in the same period. Although we have to
admit that not all bishops of Utrecht were powerful rulers, the administrative
and legal system in Utrecht was stable enough to prevent the outbreak of
long-standing feuds.
Also the construction and internal division of the buildings seem not to
support this interpretation. The tower-houses seem to be inspired by older
castles such as the tower-keep of Duurstede in Wijk bij Duurstede, but with
one important difference. Almost all lack architectural elements needed to be
able to withstand a siege, such as a well, bread oven and lavatory as well as
thick outer walls. That tower-houses and hall-keeps functioned as refuge is
also not supported by written sources. There is in fact only one report of an
incident in which a tower-house in Langbroek was attacked, and the attackers
had no trouble entering the building.
The fact that the tower-houses and hall-keeps had no real military function is
probably the main reason why the bishops of Utrecht did not object the
construction of these buildings and also in later periods did not act against
them. With the larger castles this was different. These posed a real threat to
the bishop’s authority and that of the city of Utrecht. From the 14th century
onwards a number of steps were undertaken several to remove this perceived
threat. Some were besieged and destroyed and in other cases owners were
forced to hand their castle over to the bishop.
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Figure 7: Cross sector through the tower-house Weerdesteyn (after OLDE MEIERINK, Kastelen
(as note 6)

But what was the function of the tower-houses and hall-keeps? The presence
of a large cellar indicates that large quantities of agrarian products could be
stored (figure 7), well protected against fire, rodents and theft. The other
floors in the building were used as permanent or temporary living
accommodations as well as for the storage of valuable goods such as clothing,
money and documents. Also guests could be entertained here. Food was
probably prepared in the nearby farm and water from the well in the
farmyard was brought to the tower or hall.
By using brick as a building material and surrounding the complexes with
one or more moats, the owners displayed their wealth and social position. By
copying the architecture of earlier tower-keeps they tried to associate
themselves with the owners of such castles.
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Final remarks
Although this article only lightly touches on many complex issues, a few
concluding comments are appropriate. The study of the relationships between
castles and their surrounding gives new insights into the mechanisms
involved in the both the location choice as well as the development and
function of castles. Reclamations opened here possibilities for enterprising
people such as members of the regional nobility and farmers. In contrast to
the higher sandy soils, were society was still under strict feudal rule and
where agrarian production was arranged according to a classic domain
system, society in the reclamation areas was less rigid and allowed social
flexibility. People here had more personal freedom and were able to keep a
larger amount of agrarian surplus for their own private use. It illustrates how
new resources from newly reclaimed land were used by different groups to
gain wealth and prestige which through time led to important changes in
society. The ownership of castles became an important medium in which both
members of the nobility and rich farmers were able to express their newly
gained social standing.
The question however remains why in the province of Utrecht large scale
reclamations led to the development of ‘castle landscapes’ , such as the Langbroekerwetering area whereas in other reclamation areas this development
did not take place. Possibly this is due to with the specific social-geographical
and geo-political situation of Utrecht during the Middle Ages. The fact that in
contrast to other territories, where power was hereditary, each new bishop
had to be elected; this led to a contest between different political factions. In
most cases the counts of the neighbouring territories Holland and Guelders
were involved in this struggle for power, and always tried to get their
candidate elected. Members of the regional nobility played a key role in this
struggle. They obtained grants and favours in return for their support for a
specific candidate. Furthermore, during his reign the bishop stayed dependent
on support and even financial assistance from the regional nobility to
maintain his political position. This led to complex interrelations between, on
the one hand the regional nobility and the bishop and on the other the
regional nobility mentioned before and the counts of Holland and Guelders.
The regional nobility therefore were able to exploit their crucial position and
become semi-independent.
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Future research is necessary to unravel the complex system of
interrelationships between reclamations, nobility and territorial rulers and the
effect this had on castle building.
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